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THE ONLY CHILD

BY EDA J. LeSHAN

Eda LeShan, child psychologist and parent educator,

formerly on the staff of the Association for Family

Living and the United Parents Association, is now
Director of Education at The Guidance Center of New
Rochelle, Inc. . . . The drawings are by Phil Bard.

Great emphasis is placed on child rearing in America today. As
one parent put it, "This is a Cheaper by the Dozen era; the glorifi-

cation of big families!" During the depression it was considered

not only natural but even respectable to have one or at most two
children. Today the situation is quite different. The average young
family, particularly in suburban communities, is now having three,

four, often five or more children, frequently in rapid succession.

Yet despite the increase in the number of larger families, a

conservative estimate has been made that in the United States one

out of every six couples has only one child. About one out of

every twenty children is an only child.

many reasons
There are many good reasons for having only one child. Many
couples, even if they could have more children, prefer to have

only one. This is certainly their right and their privilege. Among
the reasons they give are: prolonged illness of a parent, financial

problems, the nature of a father's profession (he may, for example,

have to travel extensively), the fact that both parents are deeply

involved in satisfying careers. There are also parents who married

at a late age or who did not have their first child until they were

in their late 30's or their 40's. Sometimes the parents of a chron-

ically ill or handicapped child may feel that they need to concen-

trate all their resources on meeting the needs of this child.
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some find one enough d. >^
In some instances a couple may recognize that they cannot pro-

vide patient, loving attention to more than one child. One couple

described their decision this way: "We are both pretty tense,

excitable people and we are inclined to worry a lot and to be

perfectionists. We wanted to do such a good job that we didn't

think we could handle more than one child."

In many other instances parents have wanted to have more
children but have been unable to. A good many only children are

also adopted children, for it is frequently very difficult to adopt

more than one. Some parents, feeling that they were deprived of

emotional or material satisfactions as children, feel that they want

to give special privileges and benefits to one child.

no cause for guilt

The particular circumstances are less important than how the

parents feel about it. If they feel unsure and guilty about having

only one child, they may need expert help in examining the under-

lying causes for their concern. But if they are happy with their

decision, then it is apparently right for them and their child. If

parents are deeply disturbed because they are unable to have other

children, it may be important to find out why. It is difficult to help

a child feel optimistic about his future if his parents are beset by

misgivings, self doubts, unfulfilled longings.

Feelings of guilt, a sense that one is depriving an only child too

much, are never good reasons for having a second child. All

children want to be needed and loved by their parents; this is the

happiest birthright any baby can have. Whatever one's personal

reasons for having an only child may be, this decision will be less

damaging to the child than the arrival of an unwanted baby to

satisfy what are presumed to be the needs of the older child.

Similarly, it can be an overwhelming burden to a child to feel

that his parents are desperately unhappy because they cannot have

more children, and that he must somehow make up to them for

this tragedy in their lives.

A loved only child, whose parents have realistically examined

their own feelings and faced up to the special needs of their child,

and genuinely enjoy their parenthood, has an excellent chance for

a happy and productive life.



the only child is special in some ways . . .

The problems of only children are, of course, pretty much the

same as those of other children. The difference, where there is a

difference, is in degree. All children are "Onlies," in one way or

another, at certain times and in certain ways: the eldest child, the

youngest, the only boy or girl.

Even more important, all human beings are "Onlies" when we
value the qualities that make each person unique, special, different

from anyone else.

Mrs. King, the mother of four, says, "Betsy is my only musical

companion— the only one of my brood who loves to play the

piano and sing with me."
Nina, a talented young woman, reflects, "To all intents and

purposes you might say I was an only child, even though I have
two brothers and three sisters! When I was born the youngest was
ten; by the time I was five they were so grown up and busy with

their own lives, they were more like uncles and aunts!"

Mr. Coleman, a young father, recalls, "I've always thought of

myself as an only child, in a way. I had three younger sisters, and
it always seemed to me that life revolved around mother and the

girls. Dad was away a lot and I often felt like an outsider among
all those females!"

All children have special problems at one time or another in

the course of growing up: feelings of shyness and loneliness, diffi-

culties in learning, acts of disobedience, periods of jealousy and
fearfulness— all these and many more experiences that are part

of normal growth, with or without brothers and sisters. We are

all influenced by a great many factors in our environment. Families

are affected by where they' live, the times in which they live, the

special circumstances of their background, economic and educa-
tional resources, friends and relatives, changing social customs —
just to mention a few of the factors involved.

While our environment plays a large part in modifying our
feelings and behavior, each person has different potentialities, in-

herited tendencies that create a wide variety of responses.

Differences in children occur irrespective of their position or

number in the family.

Phyllis seems shy and quiet. She draws away from the group—
she doesn't seem quite ready to play with more than one child at
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a time. We make a quick judg-

ment: she must be an only child

who hasn't learned to play with

other children.

Ronnie is obviously a leader—
the other boys seek him out to

direct their dramatic play on the

jungle gym. He's full of ideas and

seems to know just how to handle

the others. We decide that he
probably has several brothers and

sisters and that accounts for his

easy sociability.

There is only one trouble with

these observations; Phyllis has

two younger sisters and Ronnie is

an only child!

life with grown-ups
American humor is full of refer-

ences to the subject of new parents

with their first-born child: the

nervous father walking the baby all

night or clumsily trying to change

a diaper, the anxious mother who
takes the baby's temperature every

time he cries, the mutual concern

over feeding and bathing the new
baby. How often we hear mothers

say, "I was so nervous with the

first one, I don't know how we sur-

vived! I really enjoyed the second

one much more— I could relax,

by that time I knew what to

expect."

Parents of an only child are, in a

sense, always "new parents." With
each new stage of their child's

development they are meeting



new experiences. They have few opportunities to observe other

children. While anxiety about their child's well-being may diminish

as they see him grow well and strong, they are still focusing all

their love and attention on one child. This tends to make them
over-protective. There may be such a great emotional investment

that their interest and concern, their hopes and expectations, may
be more concentrated and intense than where there are several

children demanding attention. Sometimes, when having a child has

been delayed, the child becomes such a valued and prized posses-

sion that parents find it very difficult not to be over-indulgent and
over-protective. The mother tends to check on her child's where-
abouts more frequently and is inclined to confine him to his own
backyard at kindergarten age when other children are allowed to

roam the block more freely.

In the desire to encourage their children to develop self-confi-

dence and to participate in the life of their own age group, parents

need to guard against holding on too tightly lest the children feel

more smothered than loved. One mother said that she felt that

nursery school had been more important for her than for her
child. It provided her with an opportunity to see other children

and to watch what teachers and parents felt three- and four-year-

old children were ready to try. She said, "I just could not bring

myself to let Lynn go on the big slide in the playground until I

saw other mothers with children her age letting them do it and
watched the teacher help the children learn to be careful and to

become more sure of themselves."

don't- be too protective

Some parents tend so to over-react to warnings that they become
too protective and anxious. Grim determination to permit a child

to explore the world freely may be just as unrealistic. Children
need guidance and controls. Unaware of real dangers, unable to

control natural and spontaneous impulses to have what they want,
when they want it, they must have direction and limits set for

them. Often by observation of their own child and other children,

parents are better equipped to judge whether or not they are hold-
ing on too tightly or offering to much freedom.
A similar problem of balance occurs when parents question

whether or not they are "spoiling" their children. We hear all



around us the warnings that children become self-centered and

selfish if they have too many toys, too many privileges, too much
loving attention. When parents want their children to develop

initiative and resourcefulness, they become concerned when they

see children demanding a great deal, having what appears to be an

insatiable need for things and for attention. Parents may forget,

in their over-sensitivity, that such behavior is characteristic of most

children at some stages of growth. Some parents may become so

fearful of "spoiling" an only child that they go to the opposite

extreme and expect a kind of stoicism on the part of a child that

they might not have expected if there were other children in the

family.

love connof spoil

A college student commented: "Some people believe that too

much love can spoil a child, but my parents believe that the more
love a child can depend upon, the better will be his capacity for

loving." This was a wise and mature observation. The experience

of receiving warm, spontaneous loving feelings makes it possible

for one to become a warm, loving and giving person. Parents do

not "spoil" children by loving and caring deeply about them and

by trying to meet their needs for fun and play, for security and

comfort, for resources and experiences that enrich their lives. Of
course, parents must also help children accept realistic limitations,

guide them towards recognizing the needs and rights of others, and

help them discover and test their own special strengths through

opportunities to be challenged. A "spoiled child" is usually one

who has been deprived of one of the most precious gifts of all: his

self respect. Children want to know that they can do and that they

can give. There is enormous joy and pride in being able to make
things by oneself, in being helpful to others, in feeling that one can

contribute in some way, through one's own efforts and abilities.

Because an only child is likely to spend more time with adults

during his early years, adults often become the pace-setters by

which a child measures his own growth and worth. This has also

been observed among eldest children in a family; they tend to be

harder on themselves as they compare their normal limitations

with adults rather than with other children. Commenting on this,

one student wrote:



"It is not easy being an only child because you try to be every-

thing, scholar, athlete, leader, etc. all in one. For a while in high

school this upset me; I felt I was letting my parents down. I soon

realized my parents loved me for what I was and not for all the

things I tried to be."

Not only do children view themselves in the light of adult skills

and adult maturity; they also judge themselves by the way adults

respond to them. Let us suppose that Steve's father is inclined to

be impatient and sometimes unduly stern. If Steve saw his father

reacting in the same way to other children in the family, he would

accept the fact that this was just a natural reaction to children in

general. If Steve is an only child, he can only observe that Daddy
gets impatient with him and he may assume that this is a reflection

on his own worth, not just a to-be-tolerated adult eccentricity!

Mr. and Mrs. Goodman reported the following experience in a

-discussion group of parents of only children: They recalled that

they had both been very puzzled when their daughter, Penny, had

seemed so upset when she had been naughty at the age of three

or four. When she had done things for which they felt she should

be punished, they used to send her to her room to be alone until

she could behave more acceptably. Penny wept so bitterly that they

began to realize that she thought she had been much naughtier

than they felt she had been. They found that they had to reassure

her that what she had done really wasn't so awful, that she was a

very little girl, and all little girls were naughty sometimes. They

began to understand her over-reactions to mild punishments. They

realized that Penny was judging herself in relation to them, as

adults, not herself in relation to other children.

In the absence of other children, parents can often relieve the

weight of their child's unrealistic self-expectations by recalling

their own childhood imperfections. A little girl of nine, who was

tremendously excited about a friend who was to come overnight,

said, "Mommy, can you wait until Jenny gets here?" When her

mother commented wryly that she certainly could wait, Susan

replied, "Well, I bet you got just as excited as I am when you were

a little girl." Her mother agreed, and suddenly realized that in the

absence of another child, who could react like a child, in excite-

ment and anticipation, it might be important for her to recall that

she had once felt this way herself.



Parents can help their child gain a more realistic view of him-

self. They can let him know that he is very little, that all children

make mistakes, that children just are not grown-ups and need not

try to be before it is time! Parents need not permit unacceptable

behavior, nor approve of wrongdoing, but they can help a child to

see that the mastering of life situations slowly and with uneven

success is a natural and inevitable part of growing up and learning.

Parents can also try to help a child understand that their own
moments of impatience, unreasonableness, anger or disapproval,

are not unique reactions; that grownups have their imperfections

too, and that such responses would occur with any other child.

may seem more mature than he is

Because of their intense association with adults, some only chil-

dren seem to develop a pseudo-sophistication— they develop a

remarkably adult vocabulary at an early age and seem to have a

wisdom beyond their years in social relationships with other adults.

Many parents and teachers have commented on their surprise

when a child who seemed specially mature in talking with adults

ran into considerable difficulty in relating to other children in the

classroom.

Eight-year-old Fred had been considered by his parents and

several teachers to be way ahead of his grade level. He could

verbalize his ideas in an unusually perceptive manner. And yet, as

the academic work of his class became increasingly difficult and

complicated, he seemed to be having considerable difficulty keep-

ing up with his classmates. Underneath the facade of verbal

maturity, Fred was uncertain and confused, and in many ways less

mature than others in his group. Parents and teachers may need

to guard against unrealistic expectations, evaluating the broader

picture of a child's developing maturity. Language facility is only

one small part of growing up. A little child is a little child in

feelings and needs, even if he can use four-syllable words!

A great deal has been written about competition, rivalry, and

jealousy among brothers and sisters. For the only child similar

feelings may occur more frequently in relation to parents. In the

absence of other children an only child may feel more competitive

with parents— he may be more acutely aware of the special and

private nature of the husband-wife relationship and feel more
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excluded from it, especially when his parents care deeply about

each other. He feels lonely when his parents go out for a good
time— he is the only "family" left at home. There is no one to

take sides with against his parents when he is angry at them; he

may feel ganged-up on.

But in spite of occasional feelings of rivalry, children also need

to know that parents do have special feelings for each other; that

being grown-up and married is a condition to be anticipated with

pleasure! Parents who also enjoy their role as husband or wife

are providing children with the

kind of security that they greatly

need, and with a deep and abid-

ing sense that being grown-up is

wonderful.

Although it would be foolish to

become overly self-conscious or

to permit a child to invade the

parental right of privacy, parents

can make some effort to include

their children in spontaneous
moments of affection. There are

times when children should
respect adult conversations and
not interrupt, but parents might

try to save long and involved con-

versations on adult matters for

times when they are alone or with

friends, and to encourage their

child to share experiences, over

the dinner table. And while pre-

serving the adult privilege of an evening out with friends, parents

can plan special occasions when their child can join them for a

special "date" — sometimes all together, sometimes with Daddy
alone, other times with Mommy.

Only children can also be helped to feel that they are not alone

when their parents are away. Baby sitters should be chosen with

care; friends can be invited to spend the night; children can learn

through a variety of life experiences that they are surrounded by
many adults with whom they can feel safe and happy.



life with children

Children live in a world of their own. However much parents may
try to share their child's sorrows and joys, they cannot really share

the special view of the life that children have among themselves.

Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon indicated this clearly in telling about an

experience that had occurred to them at Christmas. It was a Friday

afternoon, and they and their seven-year-old daughter were in a

gay and festive mood. They had just come home with a Christmas

tree and were going to decorate it before having their dinner. The
doorbell rang. It was Carol, a little girl who lived in the neighbor-

hood. Vicki wanted to invite Carol in to help decorate the tree, but

without really'thinking about it, Mr. Sheldon had said "No, this is

really a private, family affair, just to be shared by the three of us."

Vicki accepted this, but later recalled, "Remember, last year,

Ruthie was visiting and she helped us trim the tree." Ruthie was

a schoolmate who had been visiting overnight the year before.

Mrs. Sheldon commented, in looking back, "You know, when
Vicki said that, in a nostalgic tone of voice, I suddenly realized

that we had made a mistake. Not only should we have let Carol

join us — we should have planned to have another child there."

Only children need not be lonely children. Experiences with

other children can be planned. Friends can be invited for overnight

visits. A child can be invited to go along on a short family vacation

trip. Important holidays can be shared with relatives and friends

who have youngsters. One mother said that she and her husband

usually tried to make Sunday a day for visiting back and forth

with other families.

Many families have discovered that only children are often

especially devoted to and interested in their relatives. They want

to take care of baby cousins. They welcome dinner parties where

they can secretly sigh in admiration over a handsome boy cousin.

They love to meet and know even distant relatives— at least until

adolescence, when this enthusiasm seems to vanish! Younger chil-

dren enjoy the sense of continuity of life, the feeling of involve-

ment. This can be just as true with family friends. One six-year-old

spends several long weekends every year with a family of five

children whose parents are close and devoted friends. He casually

observed to his mother one day, "You know, if you and Daddy

died, I could live with the Morgans!"
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Many parents have used a wide variety of experiences most

creatively to help their child come to a deeper understanding of

the kind of give-and-take that may be more clearly demonstrated

in day-by-day experiences in larger families. Stories and books

about families, special movies, television programs of high calibre

such as "Father Knows Best" can be resources for developing

deeper understandings. Often in sharing an experience with a child,

reading a book together, watching a television program, going to

a movie or a play, parents can find opportunities to help a child

explore his own questions and ideas about the way families live,

the way children grow.

When children are old enough to handle a longer separation

(usually about eight years of age) a camp offers one of the best

opportunities for day-by-day living with other children. Day
camps, nursery schools, special after-school play groups may
have special value for an only child, giving him opportunities for

the natural competition, the sharing of private confidences, the

pure fun, the rough-and-tumble of childhood. At a recent dinner

party a father commented, "You know, all this talk about only

kids being spoiled is for the birds! Our next-door neighbors have

an only child and it seems to me that he has more opportunities

for learning to share and get along with others than my own three.

I guess we never think about it, but the Gordons do. Their boy

does more things with other kids and has more friends than mine."

outside contacts
A number of parents and teachers have observed that only

children work out a great many of their relationships with other

children in settings outside the home. They may actually get to

know more children in classrooms and on playgrounds than do

children from larger families. A school or camp experience may
seem more complicated for an only child, but parents can feel

reassured that their child is meeting and learning to solve real-life

situations. This may sometimes involve pain and struggle, how-

ever, for an only child may not have had enough opportunities to

come to terms with such normal and natural experiences as child-

ish quarrels, problems of possessiveness, rivalry, and competition.

He may tend to take these too seriously and to feel overwhelmed

by them unless he has an opportunity to test himself.
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Children tend to keep each other in touch with reality. They
challenge and demand things from each other. Close and enduring

contacts between children save them from too much association with

adults, from too much adult attention. Only in direct give-and-take

experiences can children discover the different roles they will be

expected to play, the kinds of expectations boys and girls have

about each other.

Parents may have to guard against a natural desire to protect

their child from any unpleasantness. As one mother put it, "I was
a little early in calling for Jill at nursery school and I saw her on
the playground, crying. She was playing house with two other

children and they wouldn't let her be the mother. My first impulse

was to bawl them out for being so mean, but I caught myself in

time and realized that Jill needed to learn about herself through

this kind of experience, and it really wasn't a serious situation in

which an adult needed to interfere. Jill found out that tears weren't

a good weapon against other children, and she had to find other

ways of becoming part of the group."

The problem of balance is again involved in facing these realistic

questions of helping only children develop socially. It may be wise

to remember that in their desire to provide rich experiences with

other children, parents may tend to go too far and overlook the

importance of being alone.

Children need time alone, periods of solitude to "recharge their

batteries!" These days most of us, children and adults alike, tend

to be too caught up in group activities to have the opportunity to

discover our own inner resources. Quiet and solitude are necessary

for imaginative and creative thought. In recent years so much
stress has been put on the importance of participation, of being



an accepted member of the group, that many people have tended

to underestimate the importance of feeling at home with them-

selves. Many people are afraid and uncomfortable when they are

alone. Many parents worry unduly when a child expresses a need

to spend time by himself.

Only children, who have had a reasonable balance in their lives,

who are not isolated from others, can have deeply enriching ex-

periences in time spent alone. They have an opportunity to de-

velop inner resources and to learn that being alone, far from being

a terrible tragedy, can be a deeply rewarding experience. They
may develop more individuality, more spirit of adventure, if they

are less bound to the constant stimulation of other people. They
may be more able to enjoy their own special gifts, their unique

capacities. Parents might do well to remember that while some of

the greatest joys and most significant moments in life are shared

with others, it is equally true that some of the greatest moments of

creativity have occurred in solitude.

something special to love

The subject of pets is brought up in almost every discussion about

the only child! And while almost every child wants a pet at some
time in his life, the only child may gain special satisfactions from

this experience.

Pets, of course, are not a necessity in a child's life. Children

differ a great deal in their needs, and there are situations which

may make it impossible to have a pet. Many parents seem to feel,

however, that where it is feasible, a pet of some kind does give a

child a special relationship involving the give-and-take of love, of

feeling needed, and of being responsible.

special questions

A mother asks, "What in the world are you supposed to say when
a four-year-old says, 'Why are you having another baby? Don't

you like me?' " A father reports, "Our two girls are driving us

nuts; the people next door have a new baby boy, and Sally and Jan

act as though their lack of a baby brother is the greatest tragedy

of the century!"

Many parents express concern over answering questions about

why they have not had more than one child. As one mother put it,
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"Doesn't an only child think that the reason there are no other

children is because he was too much of a problem and so his

parents didn't want any more?"
Children base their judgments on the kinds of feelings they sense

around them. Two children may react completely differently to the

arrival of a new baby. One may think, "I guess I wasn't good

enough, so they decided to try again." Another may decide, "I

guess they had such fun with me that they wanted more." Some
parents have simply said, "Having or not having other children

has nothing to do with the special feelings we have for you." Many
children seem satisfied with a brief and direct answer, "We couldn't

have any more" or "We are happy to have you and don't plan to

have any more."

It is often helpful to explore a child's question more fully before

trying to answer it in order to discover what is really being asked.

When a child asks why there are no other children, he may simply

want to know whether or not his parents are glad to have him.

It is such a natural human experience to think that one is

missing something, to see only the advantages in other situations.

All children make comparisons— and many times they learn this

from their parents! For every child who says, "The Johnson's have

a much better yard" or "Judy's mother isn't mean like you are,"

there is a parent who has said, "Why don't you get as good marks

as your cousin Joel?" or "How come your friends keep their rooms

so much neater than you do?"

When parents do not feel threatened themselves, they can accept

a child's occasional feelings of envy. No situation is perfect and we
all have moments of discontent, of wishing for things we haven't

got; but we also learn to cherish differences and to value what we
have. When nine-year-old Marcia, in a low moment, weepily sighs,

"It's just terrible being an only child!" her parents can be most

helpful by maintaining their own perspective. They might say, "We
can understand how you feel— it's natural to feel that way some-

times. But this is the way our family is. We think you can have a

wonderful and happy life, and we feel glad we three have each

other."

There are occasions when an only child becomes a brother or a

sister! This may be an unexpected surprise or a deliberate change

in feelings or plans. If a child has been led to believe that he will



be the only child, or if his experience as an only child is of long

duration, he may need time and understanding in order to make
the adjustment. He may have special problems in addition to the

normally mixed feelings that any child may have with the coming

of another. If he has consistently wished for this to happen, he

may be so excited and pleased that he may need help in seeing

what some of the advantages and disadvantages are likely to be.

Some young people are embarrassed by the advent of a new
baby when they themselves are in their teens. Other children who
have enjoyed being the center of things may feel a good deal of

resentment toward the intruder. At such a time it is important that

there be opportunities to talk things over, to express one's feelings

and concerns, to sense that one's parents are eager to help, and

understand the complications of such an adjustment.

Parents of only children often raise the question of whether or

not it is advisable to take a foster child into their home; they feel

that this may provide their child with companionship, an oppor-

tunity to learn to share. There are times when this may be a re-

warding experience for a family, but such a decision needs very

careful and thoughtful consideration. If it is seen as a solution to

some problem one's own child is having, it is likely to fail. If it is

done to satisfy a child's wishes and not the parent's own sense of

what seems appropriate and desirable, it can create serious

problems for everyone involved. If it is over-romanticized as a

way to help a less fortunate child, disappointment is almost in-

evitable. If however, after careful consideration of their motives

and goals, parents genuinely feel that it would enrich their family

life, that they can and will accept the challenging problems they

may have to face, this may be a possibility worth exploring further

through a local community social agency.

adolescence and adulthood
Because adolescence is frequently a period of rapid and dramatic

growth, this is a time when a parent is likely to say, "Maybe things

might have turned out better if our 15-year-old Jane hadn't been

an only child." Observing behavior that seems strange, incon-

sistent, often irritating, parents wonder what special factors may
have caused their perfectly nice offspring to become difficult to

understand and to live with. Actually, as they will discover as they
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talk with other parents, what they observe rarely has anything to

do with being an only child, an eldest, a youngest, or an in-

between.

Jane's friends also are often moody, defiant, rebellious, irre-

sponsible; they are inclined to be full of bluster one minute and

utterly lacking in self confidence

the next. They are frequently un-

communicative and uncooperative

with their parents, but charming,

outgoing, poised, and respectful

with other adults. They have mo-
ments of great tenderness, of ideal-

ism and creativity — and other

moments of cynicism, depression,

anger, and dissatisfaction with

themselves and the world in gen-

eral. This is not a complicated

disease requiring fancy explana-

tions, but a simple human process

known as "growing up!"

The adolescent is struggling for

a new sense of identity, not as

a child, but as an adult. This is

a difficult task, not to be taken

lightly. Adolescence is a time for

testing oneself, for flexing one's

muscles. Despite uncertainty and

self-doubts, the adolescent per-

sists in trying to develop his own strengths and in this process turns

away from parental authority, seeking comfort and support from

his peer group who share similar feelings and experiences.

Parents of an only child may at times get an overdose of the

"You-don't-understand-me-you-don't-care-what-happens-to-me

you-will-ruin-my-life" treatment! In larger families a teen-ager may
feel unfairly treated and misunderstood, but he is more likely to

be aware of the fact that parents set limits and controls on all the

children and that he is not singled out for special abuse. However,

most teen-agers eventually learn that parents cannot and will not

suddenly abdicate their responsibilities in the face of open rebel-
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lion— and they are really vastly relieved by this discovery!

Parents can take comfort from the fact that usually the child who
is most certain of the basic stability in his home and of the love of

his parents is most able to challenge their authority.

Parents may need to examine their own attitudes and feelings.

Are they holding on too tightly; are thy discouraging the struggle

for independence by an unwillingness to let go, even gradually?

Or are they, on the contrary, so eager to encourage growth that

they are stepping aside too often and permitting their child to

make choices that he is not ready or able to handle? It takes con-

tinual self examination and sensitive awareness to find a balance.

Only children, when they become adults, report a wide variety

of reactions to parental attitudes during their adolescence, indicat-

ing how very different their life experiences can be

:

"I was constantly being given things beyond my parents' means.

They let me take the easy way out too often."

"I had to fight to grow up; they were always two adults watch-

ing my every move."
"My parents had interesting, busy lives; they let me go my own

way."

"My parents were older than most of my friends' parents. They
were very quiet, serious people, and never went out much. They
thought everything kids my age did was either dangerous or

immoral."

"My friends were crazy about my parents because they liked

young people and were a lot of fun to be with."

The ability of these young people to move effectively towards

adulthood depended very largely on basic parental attitudes and
family experiences, not on the fact that they were only children.

looking towards marriage and parenthood
Parents often express concern over whether or not their only chil-

dren will make good marriage partners, will be able to adjust to

the necessary give-and-take of marriage and parenthood. No statis-

tical difference has been found between only children and children

from larger families as far as predicting success or failure in

marriage is concerned. One report states, ".
. . Our case histories

indicate that the great majority of only children grow up to be well

adjusted adults. They have jobs they like, they are happily married
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and raising families." Just as in every other aspect of growing up,

readiness for marriage and parenthood will have a lot more to do
with the basic attitudes of parents, together with the life exper-

iences of the family members, than with the fact of being an

only child.

This is well demonstrated by one case in which marital diffi-

culties did arise, but for many more reasons than the mere fact

that the wife had been an only child. Mrs. Nelson, divorced and
then happily remarried, reported, "Not only was I an only child,

but my parents were divorced when I was two years old. Because

my mother had to go to work, I was placed in a number of foster

homes until I was in high school. I think I fell in love with my
first husband because he had a large family! I was hungry for the

warmth and stability of close family relationships, and thought that

having a lot of brothers and sisters was the answer. Of course it

wasn't the answer at all; it wasn't brothers and sisters I needed,

but just a feeling of being loved, steadily and deeply."

There is one area in which the relationship of only children to

their parents, during adulthood, may be important to consider.

Frequently an only child does feel an added sense of responsibility,

especially for aging, widowed, or chronically ill parents. Parents who
want a full and satisfying adult life for their only child will want to

think and plan ahead for their child's sake. They will want to face

some of the possible realities of their later years so that their own
needs will not tend to create a real impasse in their child's life.

All parents hope that their adult children will respect and love

them, that in times of crisis as well as in times of joy and fulfill-

ment there will be genuine affection and devotion. At the same
time, they do not want this to be at the expense of the young
person's own needs and satisfactions.

There is evidence that this can be a realistic problem: One
adult whose mother had died and whose father had been very ill

for a number of years, spoke heatedly about the disadvantages of

being an only child. Without other relatives to call on for assist-

ance, she felt that her own two children and husband were being

deprived of needed attention because her father was so dependent

on her. She said, "Being an only child can be terrible; people

should have at least two children, so that one child doesn't have

the full responsibility all alone!"
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plan ahead!
There are better solutions for this sort of problem than an

arbitrary ruling against only-child families! Parents can try to plan

ahead for some of the possible complications and challenges of the

later years. It has become necessary for all adults to think in these

terms, for we hope to have many fruitful, healthy, satisfying years

after our children are grown. There will be different answers for

each person, but we can ask ourselves whether or not we will be

able to find and to accept new sources of satisfaction, new and

enriching experiences, new outlets of interest and activity, new and

different kinds of living arrangements, provisions for emergencies,

when the time comes to face these later years.

An example of the way in which such planning can be effective

was demonstrated by the report of one adult, who said, "I feel

enormously grateful to my parents for the way in which they en-

couraged me to strike out on my own. I remember particularly

how I tentatively suggested that I go to a college in my home town,

even though I was dying to go to an out-of-town school. My
parents encouraged me to go to the college I preferred, even

though I know they had some misgivings. After college, when I

had an opportunity to study abroad for a year, they were wonder-

ful about it and did everything possible to make me feel this would

be a real adventure for me. Now that I am married and live

several hundred miles away from them, I sometimes feel guilty

about the fact that they don't get to see me and my family as

much as they would like to. But because they wanted me to have a

chance to live my own life, they made their own plans and lead

full and interesting lives. They travel during their vacations, and

they are both very active 'in all sorts of community activities. My
mother writes me that she is enjoying baby sitting for some of her

neighbors. Both my parents have made an effort to meet people

and they have many friends. It is comforting for me to know they

are enjoying themselves."

Parents like to be friends with their grown children, to share

with them the experiences of marriage and parenthood; they also

hope their children will want to help them in time of need; but

they will, if they are wise, find new avenues of emotional satisfac-

tions and new resources for independent living in order that their

children may have the fullest opportunity to live their own lives.
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the road to successful parentnooa
The fact of being an only child does not account for success or

failure. It is simply one of the many circumstances in a child's life

to which parents can bring sensitivity, understanding, imagination.

None of the potential problems is insurmountable when parents

keep a sense of perspective and work creatively at the job of help-

ing children grow well and happily.

We want our children to have an opportunity to develop their

own special potentialities.

We want them to feel good about themselves, as worthy and

lovable human beings.

We hope they will have a sense of wonder about life, an ability

to care deeply about other people.

We hope our children will find satisfying goals that will offer

personal enrichment as well as contribute to the lives of others.

All of these goals are possible to attain. We know this because

we see it happening every day— in different ways, to different

families. We know, too, that in the deepest sense each member of

a family is an "Only"— precious, valued for the wonder of his

uniqueness, for the part he plays in adding color and zest to our

lives.
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